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TEXTO A - SUGGESTED ANSWERS 

 

Question A.1  

a) FALSE: “The label “loud woman” has never been a compliment, even though some women 

may wear it as a badge of honour.”  

b) FALSE: “Thanks to digital platforms and social media, there has been a huge shift in the past 

twenty years in how women communicate and build a platform.”  

 

Question A.2  

Key ideas  

a) No, it has not. Being loud has been unacceptable/inappropriate behaviour for women since 

childhood, because it implies you do not worry about people or their opinions about you.  

b) Michelle Obama is not afraid to speak her own opinion. She is also a passionate speaker with 

charm.  

 

Question A.3  

a) implication  

b) care  

c) clear  

d) extraordinary  

 

Question A.4  

a) being ------- to / towards  

b) did ------- that / which  

c) on / about ------ has sparked  

d) likely ------- are being asked / are asked 

 

Question A.5 
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TEXTO B - SUGGESTED ANSWERS 

 
Question B.1  

a) FALSE: “The analysis reveals that dog domestication can be traced back 11,000 years, to the 

end of the last Ice Age, and that they were domesticated before any other known species.”  

b) TRUE: “The research fills in some of the gaps in the natural history of our close animal 

companions.”  

 

Question B.2  

Key ideas  

a) Dog genomics is similar to the one of human beings because they accompanied people when 

they migrated.  

b) The text says that it is supposed that dogs were wolves that dared to approach the places 

where humans lived, perhaps attracted by food.  

 

Question B.3  

a) traces  

b) frightening  

c) tamed  

d) farm  

 

Question B.4  

a) have been distinguishing / have distinguished -------- on  

b) like / such as -------- gives  

c) Using -------- how  

d) longer -------- who / that 

 

Question A.5 
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